
The Einhell TC-WD 200/150 wet-dry grinder is a practical combination which can be used for wet and dry grinding/sanding. The robust compact metal

construction ensures a long service life and the large water tank is corrosion-resistant. Large adjustable work supports are a help for a wide range of

applications, while the ball bearing mounted shaft with zero play makes it possible to achieve precise results. For safety there is a spark guard window

which can be adjusted without any tools, plus guard hoods which are closed at the sides. 4 rubber feet absorb vibrations and ensure a secure and

steady standing position. The product is supplied complete with a coarse grinding/sanding wheel and slow-speed, fine-grained wet grinding/sanding

wheel.

Wet-Dry Grinder

TC-WD 200/150
Item No.: 4417242

Ident No.: 11019

Bar Code: 4006825649949

Features & Benefits
Can be used for wet and dry grinding/sanding-

4 rubber feet for standing securely and with low vibrations-

Robust and compact metal structure for a long service life-

Adjustable spark guard window, with no need for any tools-

Large adjustable work support for a wide range of applications-

Large, corrosion-resistant water tank-

Zero-play ball-bearing shaft for precise operation-

Complete with coarse grinding/sanding wheel-

Complete with slow-speed, fine-grained wet grinding/sanding wheel-

Guard hoods which are closed at the sides for safe operation-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 170 W

- Max. power (S2 | S2time) 250 W  |  30 min

- Idle speed of dry grinding wheel 2980 min^-1

- Idle speed of wet grinding wheel 134 min^-1

- Dry grinding wheel Ø150  x  ø32 mm

- Grain size of dry grinding wheel 36

- Wet grinding wheel Ø200  x  ø20 mm

- Grain size of wet grinding wheel 200

Logistic Data
- Product weight 9.095 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 10.545 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 458 x 308 x 295 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 10.55 kg

- Dimensions export carton 448 x 295 x 290 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 679 | 1400 | 1800
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Available as special accessories

Grinding disc 150x12,7x16mmG36
Bench Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 49507435
Bar Code: 4009315074351
KWB by Einhell

Grinding disc 150x32x16mmG60
Bench Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 49507465
Bar Code: 4009315074658
KWB by Einhell

Grinding disc 150x12,7x20mmG36
Bench Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 49507535
Bar Code: 4009315075358
KWB by Einhell

Grinding disc 150x12,7x20mmG60
Bench Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 49507565
Bar Code: 4009315075655
KWB by Einhell

Grinding disc 200x20x40mm G80
Bench Grinder Accessory
Item No.: 49507885
Bar Code: 4009315078854
KWB by Einhell
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